Business Model Canvas.

The Business Model Canvas is a great tool to describe, design, challenge,
invent, and iterate your business model.
The model consists of the following nine building blocks:
(1) Customer segments. For whom are you creating value? Capture the most
important segments of your target market.
(2) Value Propositions. What value do you deliver? What kinds of needs or
jobs-to-be-done are you satisfying with? What bundles of products/services
are you offering to each segment?
(3) Channels. Through which channels do your customer segments want to be
reached? Which channel works best?
(4) Customer relationships. How can you establish a relationship with your
customers and increase the customer lifetime value? What type of
relationship is needed?
(5) Revenue streams. For what and how much are your customers paying?
Through which mechanisms are they paying? How much would they prefer
to pay?
(6) Key resources. What key resources do you need?
(7) Key activities. What key activities do you need?
(8) Key partners. Who are your key partners and suppliers? Which key
resources and activities do they provide/perform?
(9) Cost structure. What is your internal cost structure?
In your discussion, focus on how these different building blocks might look like
and how they connect to each other.
For a brief explanation of this tool, watch the YouTube video Business Model
Canvas Explained.

Desk research.

A round of desk research is a great way to start a project, especially if you are
working in an area where you have little prior experience. Your goal is to be
sufficiently knowledgeable before you start talking to different stakeholders.
Start searching for interesting articles, blogs and forums online. Look for
shortcuts in your learning process. Ask yourself: How can I become an “expert”
in this area as fast as possible (or at least look and sound like one)?
You can start by searching for the following information and then extend your
search criteria as you go along.
• Who is my client? Who are their partners and competitors?
• What industry am I working for?
• Is there an “industry language” or specific terms I need to know to start having
expert conversations with different stakeholders in that industry?
• What are trends in this industry? Try using Google Trends and then progress
towards more detailed sources.
• Which products fulfill a similar need and are already on the market? Who is
buying those products and why?
In a larger team it is best to define several areas you want to research and split
these among the team members. It is important to share all interesting
insights with your team in real time. Set up a Facebook group, a team blog, a
WhatsApp group or use another medium you are comfortable with. This will help
your fellow team members refine their own search process.

Fly on the wall.

If you want to get a feel of the intricacies of people’s behavior, you can observe
them. We call this being a fly on the wall. Observations are a great way to
conduct research if you are trying to innovate widely available consumer
products or services. For example, if you are working on a new contactless
way for people to pay via their smartphone or a smart card, you will likely learn a
lot by observing different people in a context where they need to pay for
something, e.g. a supermarket checkout or ticket machine at a movie theater.
Try to go to as many different places as you can.
If you want to get the most out of this exercise, try to make yourself “invisible”.
Do not disturb or interfere the others. This usually mean to keep your mouth
shut and your eyes and ears open. If you watch closely for interesting behaviors
and learn to interpret body language, you will get a lot out of this.

Keep a notebook and a camera ready. Take notes about the interesting things
you see. Note any and all ideas that come to you while you are observing. You
never know… people might have already found ways to solve the problem for
you. Take pictures, so you can share these stories with your team.
If you already have some assumptions about the behaviors you want to
observe, it is a good idea to sketch these out beforehand. In this way, it will be
easier for you to notice deviations in behavior.
Lastly, have an explanation ready for when you get caught.

Journey map.

A journey map will help you systematically think about your target group(s)
through introducing a time-based perspective.
First, decide who you want to create a journey map for and the length of time it
should cover. Don’t just limit yourself to analyzing a specific moment, but also
consider events that have lead to this moment and events that happen as a
result.

Second, use a large empty wall or whiteboard to set up your journey map. The
x-axis will represent time. Now, start adding the following categories to the yaxis and expand this list, as you go along:
• Actions/behavior of the target group.
• Mindset/motivation of the target group.
• Touch points of the target group with your product or service.
Third, map your available information in this framework. You can base your
journey map on one or several personas you have developed. All assumptions
in your map should be validated.
Fourth, identify gaps where further research is needed. You can use your
existing journey map to lead additional customer discovery interviews.
Fifth, identify areas of opportunity within your map. Look for “pain points” and
“moments of truth” from your target group’s perspective.
A journey map also makes for a great way to think through the user’s
perspective, when preparing for a presentation.

Personas.

Creating personas from your research will help condense your findings and
allow you to better articulate who your stakeholders are and what they (really)
need.
First, start by aggregating your collected information and insights into groups
which share commonalities. Start thinking about the end user first, but don’t
forget that there are plenty other stakeholders as well, like e.g. retailers,
manufacturers, companies you want to partner with, …
Second, try to condense your findings into aggregate profiles. You will likely
have to create several personas. Define characteristics for each persona. Start
with these and expand:
Give the persona a realistic name.
Descriptor. What makes this persona different from others?
Quote. Capture what the persona would say in one sentence.
Who? Think about their age, location, job title, and what kind of person they
are.
• Goals. What motivates their behavior? What are their real needs?
• Attitudes. What is their point-of-view? How do they see the world? How
would they describe your product or service?
• Behaviors. What does he/she do? Tell rich stories about how they use
products and services. What works for them? What do they find frustrating?
Use your research data for this.
•
•
•
•

Third, keep your personas close-by and use them to jump-start other synthesis
& point-of-view tools.

PPCO

PCCO is a thinking tool that creates a secure environment for people to share
innovative ideas and try new things.
It focuses on applauding the positives and facilitates in strengthening the
weaknesses. Through collecting constructive feedback that exercises positive
judgment, you can examine the pros and cons of an idea more efficiently and
this results in a stronger overall idea.

Each letter in the PPCO tool has a meaning:
•

Pluses : What are all the good qualities about the idea?

•

Potential: If the idea succeeds, what benefits might result?

•

Concern: What are the concerns you have about the idea? Phrase your
concerns as open-ended questions that start with “How to…” or “How
might…”

•

Overcome: What are the possible solutions to the concerns?

You may think this tool is way too simple or you may doubt its effectiveness. No
matter what you think, try it out first. It is easy and quick. The process of this
approach can be completed in 15 minutes or less, and it brings a lot of positive
energy.

Self-immersion.

Self-immersions are all about putting yourself in the shoes of the people you are
creating something for. They are short controlled experiments which will help
you understand and gain empathy for the (potential) users of your product or
service.
First, discuss in your group and identify several problems or elements of a
problem relating to the challenge you are working on. Try to be very specific
about describing these problems from a user’s point-of-view.
Second, come up with a list of assumptions you still need to clarify about these
problems. Every item on your list should be something that can be tested easily
in real life.
Third, try to devise small experiment that can be conducted individually or with
your team. It will help you gain further insight about your stated problems. Your
goal is to gain confidence in either accepting an assumption as fact, or
disproving your assumption. Try to be clever in doing this and take an 80/20
approach.
Fourth, now run the small experiments you have designed. Take lots of pictures.
Take notes on how you feel during different stages of the experiment. Document
all other findings. If possible, get an outside perspective by having someone
from your team act as an observer. You can split experiments within your team.
Fifth, share what you have experienced. We are sure you will have lots of
interesting stories to tell…

Prott wireframe & click dummy.

Prott is an amazing way to build wireframe and click dummy prototypes for
digital products. You can rapidly take your ideas from a few sketches on paper
to a clickable version which can be used to gather feedback with different user
groups.
First, download the app.
Second, identify the minimal set of features necessary to test (one aspect of)
your idea.
Third, start sketching how the individual screen might look like. We recommend
doing this on paper first. Try to use a paper format which roughly resembles that
of the device you are building for… Post-Its work well for mobile screen. A4paper (landscape) work well for computer screens. You can transfer your
sketches to the app by taking pictures of them. If you prefer, you can also draw
your wireframes directly within Prott.
Fourth, bring your prototype to life by assigning functionality to buttons and
choosing transition types within Prott.
Fifth, start testing your dummy with real users.
Sixth, iterate and make your prototype better every time. Once you are
satisfied with the wireframe version, you can replace screens with higher-res
versions created in PowerPoint or inDesign.
Prott works cross-platform and is available for iOS, Android, MacOS, and
Windows. You can find Prott in the app stores and at prottapp.com.

Stakeholder Map.

In most projects you will meet many different (groups of) people with an
interest in your project and the potential product or service you are building.
Those are your project stakeholders.
Arranging all of your stakeholders on a visual map is a great way to start
adding complexity to your research. This will later assist you in identifying
interesting people to talk to during your research. You can also use this map to
make sure that you are not missing major stakeholders in your research which
could later keep you from bringing your ideas to market.
To start this exercise, ask yourself who you are actually working for and
against. This seems like an easy task at first, but can actually become quite
complex. Use a blank large piece of paper and put you/your product/your
company in the middle. With your team, start adding stakeholders to this map
one by one and discuss their implications for your project. You can start by
identifying the following stakeholder groups:
• Do you have a client company you are working for? Who are their
competitors?
• Who will be the end users of your product or service?
• Who are other stakeholder groups that will influence your product or service
before they come to market.
Extend this list with every other stakeholders you can think of. You should keep
your stakeholder map around and revise it throughout your project.

User interviews.

Interviews with (potential) users of a product or service are an amazing way to
gain deep insights on what problems you should solve and how you might go
about it. In early stages of your project, it is a good idea to try and find extreme
users or anti-users for interviews. They will help you widen your scope and
provide many insights that were previously unknown to you. Later in your
project, when you are testing your product or service and are looking for
feedback, you should look for people who better fit the user profiles you are
designing for.
Your personal network will be your best source for finding suitable people to
interview. Try to recruit these people from your LinkedIn or Facebook friends list.
There is always someone who knows someone who knows someone... If your
topic is very specific, try to contact people through specialized discussion
forums.
In user interviews, what you give is what you get. If you don’t come prepared
and ask the right questions, you will likely get useless information. So prepare a
question set in advance. These questions should be used as conversation
starters. You want your interviewees to really open up and tell you about their
latent needs and personal motivations behind decision, behaviors, and routines.
Get them to tell you stories and try to put your finger on the “pain points” within
those stories.
Ask a lot of “why” questions. These will help you to zoom in on an issue. Ask
“how” questions to zoom out.

